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Let C be a simple closed curve in the complex z-plane, t = x f Q, and 
let lnt C denote the interior region of C. -4 function U from Int C to the 
reals is said to be harmonic on int C if it is continuous on Int C, together 
with its first and second partial derivatives, and satisfies the Laplace equation 
The classical Dirichlet problem for C and Int C is this: Given a continuous 
function u from C to the reals, find a function U, harmonic on Int 6, such 
that at each point z0 of C, limz+ss U(z) = u(zO), z E Int C. 
This paper is concerned with a method for approximating the solution Il’ 
on Int C in which a finite set Z,V of 2N + 1 distinct points is chosen on C 
and harmonic polynomials N,(Z,, ; 24; z) of respective degrees at most IT, 
IZ = 1: 2,..., ,V - 1, are determined by best approximation to the boundary 
values in a least-squares sense on ZN . The problem is to prove the existence 
of, and characterize sequences (Z,~j~=, such that the corresponding double 
sequences /H,(Z,,, ; 24; z)\ converge to U on fnt C. 
A limiting case is that in which the least-squares approximation is perfect 
and the polynomial H,(Z,v ; 24; z) is determined by direct interpolation to u 
at the nodes Z, . In general it is necessary to take IZ = iV in that case. The 
problem of the convergence behavior of harmonic interpoiation polynomisis 
as the number of nodes increases was first proposed by Walsh [l’?‘]. It war 
solved by him for the case in which C is an ellipse [20], aad it has recenrpy 
been studied in some detail by the author [I, 3-53 for more general c~irves C. 
There is empirical evidence that the behavicr of the approximating 
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harmonic polynomials which are tied to the boundary values at nodes Z, 
on C is improved when the polynomials are “overdetermined” in the sense 
that more nodes are used for a given degree n than would be required for 
simple interpolation. By improvement in behavior we mean chiefly that (1) 
for a given amount of computation, a closer approximation to the solution U 
is obtained when the nodes are placed on C in a manner which has proved 
successful for obtaining convergence in the direct interpolation case; and 
(2) convergence is less sensitive to the spacing of the nodes than it is with 
simple interpolation. Because of limitations of time the author has not 
attempted to supplement this paper with new numerical experiments to 
confirm (1). 
However, support to (2) is given in Section 8 at the end of the paper, 
where a striking special case is presented in which C is the unit circle and the 
nodes are the roots of unity with a simple perturbation. For each continuous 
zc, the sequence of overdetermined polynomials converges everywhere to 
the desired value on the open unit disk, but the sequence of direct interpola- 
tion polynomials is unbounded at an infinite set of points on the disk for 
an infinite set of continuous boundary-value functions a~. 
The existence of, and normal equations for calculating, the overdetermined 
least-squares polynomials H,(Z, ; U; z) are discussed in Section 2. In 
Section 3, the basic convergence theorem is announced (Theorem 3.1) and 
the problem of finding successful sequences (Z,) on C is referred to the 
unit circle by conformal mapping. The Faber polynomials are thereafter 
taken to be the basis for the representation of &(Z, ; u; z), and so play 
a central role in the convergence proof. Sections 4 and 5 are concerned with 
preliminaries (such as analytical requirements on the spacing of the points) 
for the convergence proof, which appears in Section 6. In Section 7, the 
behavior of iY,(Z, ; U; z) is studied under the condition that n remains 
fixed, and N+ 03. Section 8 contains the special case described above. 
2. EXISTENCE AND STRUCTURE OF 
OVERDETERM~NED HARMONIC INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIALS 
Let Z, = {z, , z1 ,..., zeN} be a set of 2N + 1 (distinct) points on C. (It 
simplifies formulas slightly to use an odd number of nodes.) The criterion 
for fitting a harmonic polynomial H(u; z) to u(z) will be that 
shall be a minimum. We examine this in terms of standard linear approxima- 
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tion theory. (See [7, Chap. 71.) Consider the linear space 9c of functions ZE 
from C to the reals, with restriction to Z, , and with real scalars. Equip this 
space with an inner product (ul , ~4~) = C,” v(zl:j uz(zz:>. The corresponding 
norm 
is such that the resulting normed linear space is strictly convex [7, p. 1411. 
Then if z&j,..., z&) are any 111 linearly independent elements of JZc (this 
means that the 172 vectors vj = [cj(zo), z~(z&.~~, ~(z~~~j], J = I,..., m, are 
linearly independent), for each u E 6pc there exists a unique real linear 
combination CyZ1 CjZlj(z) which minimizes j/ 1 - ZI /i, where I ~LHIS through 
all real linear combinations of u1 , us ,..., D,,~ [7, pp, 137 fi’]. 
A harmonic polynomial of degree at most rz can be defmed as the real 
part of a complex polynomial of degree H, and so is a reai linear combination 
of the real-valued functions 
1, z + z,. . ., z” + P, i(Z - Z) ... i(Z” - -“), (2.1) 
where the bar denotes complex conjugate. Let, l,pl(z),..., y,(z) be a~ 
arbitrary sequence of complex polynomials in which pj(z) is of degree 
exactly J. j = l,..., II. With g, , a, ,..., a, , b, ,~.L, b, all real, the function 
-- 
HCz) = go + t Qj[pj(z) f p,(Z)] + i bji[pj(zj - pj(z)] 
j=l j=i_ 
= g0 f il kjPj(z> + iTjE@l, g j  = Uj + ibj ,  (2.2) 
(i is the imaginary unit) is also a real linear combination of the “circuiar 
harmonics” (2.1). and so is a harmonic polynomial. In fact, since zj can Se 
expressed (uniquely) as a complex linear combination of pO(zj = 1, 
f31(Z)5...ypj(Z), (j an integer, 0 <j < nj, any given harmonic polynomial of 
degree n has a unique representation of the type (2.2). The functions (2.1): 
restricted to Z,, , are linearly independent if and osly if the functions 
-- __. 
1, PI(Z) f m,..., Yncd, + pm, Q@) - P&)Y, am - 17,m 
restricted to 2,) are linearly independent, and a necessary and sufficient 
condition for this linear independence is that the functions 
__ ___ 
1, PlM,..., P,(Z), P&L P&k 
restricted to Z, , be linearly independent, using complex scalars. 
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Now suppose that the harmonics (2. l), restricted to Z, , are indeed linearly 
independent. Let u E 9= be given. Then according to the first paragraph in 
this section, there exists a unique real linear combination of the functions 
(2. I), say H(O)(u; z), which minimizes // H - LI j[ among all linear combinations 
of the functions (2.1). Also there exists a unique linear combination of the 
type (2.2) of the functions 1, p1 ,..., pn , j& ,..., Pn , say H(l)(u; z), which 
minimizes jl H - u 11 among all such linear combinations. But H(l’(z4; z) is, 
in fact, a real linear combination of the functions (2.1), so by the uniqueness 
it must be merely a rearrangement of H(O)(zr; z), and H(O)(u; z) = H(l)(u; z) 
for all z. 
In [3] it is shown that for each N, N = 1,2,..., there exists at least one 
set of points .Z,\, on the curve C such that the matrix M,, whose (k + 1)st 
row is 1, z,,. ,..., zbiv, f, ,..., zkN, k = 0, I,..., 2N, is nonsingular. Thus, its 
column vectors are linearly independent, and hence, if IZ < N, the functions 
1 7 7n 6 ) -,. . .) - ) d ).. .) Z”, restricted to 2, , are, too, linearly independent. Thus, 
the assumption prerequisite to the existence of a unique harmonic polynomial 
of degree n < N of best approximation in the above norm )/ . I/ is not vacuous, 
at least for some 2,. Henceforth (as in the Introduction) a harmonic 
polynomial of degree at most 71 of best approximation to 24 in the norm /j * ]I 
will be denoted by Hn(.Z,,, ; z4; z). 
Now let 2, be such that the harmonics (2. I), restricted to Z, , are linearly 
independent, so that Hn(ZN ; U; z) exists and is unique. In terms of linear 
approximation in the real normed linear space 9c , if H, is based, as in (2.2) 
on the polynomials l,p, ,..., pn , we should regard Hn as the best linear 
approximation to u on Z,. with the elements 1, p1 + PI ,pz + & ,..., pn + j, , 
Ql - j%),..., i(p, - jjn). The normal equations [7, p. 1761 for determining 
the coefficients go , aj , bj in (2.2) are 
F. W?dZN ; 21; 23 - u(z?Jl = 0, 
jzo h(%l + Px)lwn(zN ; u; z?J - u(zg)] = 0, 
j = 1, 2,. .., II. 
It is convenient, for theoretical purposes, to use an equivalent complex 
form for these equations, which is obtained by using the third member of 
(2.2) and by obvious elementary transformations: 
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Let P,, be the (2N + 1) x (2~ + 1) matrix 
[ 
1, ~~(zd,..., ~kk~:), dew,..., i?,w-i 
k == 0, l,..., 2N ; 
Let g, == (go 1 g, ,...> g, , gl ) . . . . gn) and u,v = (u(zo), u(z,), . . . . ~i(z~,~))~ The 
normal Eqs. (2.3) in matrix form become 
G,PNd& = GA- ? (2.4) 
where the asterisk means conjugate transpose. The matrix ?L$,P.hFn is related 
by elementary transformations to the Gram matrix [7, p. i 771 of the eIemenh 
I,p, + p1 ,..., i(p, - PI),..., and so must be nonsingular under the assump- 
tion that these harmonics are linearly independent on ZN e Conversely, if 
the matrix P&PAT,, is nonsingular, then it is easy to see by elementary linear 
algebra that the columns of PNn are linearly independent, and H,,(Z,, ; u; z) 
exists umquely, with coefficients g, given by (2.4). 
3. C~NVEROENCE THEORY: 
FORMULATION IN TERMS OF FABER POLYNOMIALS 
Given a double sequence of complex numbers (Q.~-,,~ , zz < N)“,.,,=, ) ive 
shall say that lim,,, CI-~,,.~~ = a, uniformly in N > Ii, if, given any E > 0, 
there exists an n, > 1 such that I CI~,,.~ - a I c E for ail IZ > ~1, and all N > 2. 
If a,,, = LE~,,~~(z) is a value of a function with domain %‘, the statement 
limnico a,,,(z) = a(z), uniformly in N > IT and almost uniformly on B 
means that given any E > 0 and any compact subset B. of B3 there exists 
an n, > 0 (which may depend on .go) such that j aN,%(z) - a(z)\ < f for all 
n 2: 17, all IV > n, and all z on go . Qur basic convergence theorem is 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let C be an analytic simple closed curce, and let u(z) be 
continuous on C. There exist sequences S = (Z,); == ({zj,,,, , zNN1 ,..., z~,~,,,)); 
of subsets of C such that: 
(1) For some positice integer 12s there is a uniquely determined least- 
squares polynomial H(Z, ; u; z) with coejicients given by (2.4), for each 
parr N, n with N > n > ns . 
(2) Limn+io SC / &(Z, ; u; z) - u(z)l” ( dz 1 = 0, uniformly in N > n. 
(3) Linhrn H,(Z,V ; u; z) = U(z), uniformly in N > n and almost 
uniformly on Int C, the irzterior region of C, where U(z) is the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem for u and Int C. 
The statement (1) is equivalent to saying that for N > n 3 n, , the matrix 
P$,PN1, is nonsingular. 
To characterize successful sequences S we shall follow a tradition in 
complex polynomial interpolation theory in which the problem of proper 
spacing on C is referred, by conformal mapping, to the unit circle. (See 
[4, 5, 81.) Given any simple closed curve C, there exists a function 
z = +(,I,) = d (w + d,, + 2 + 2 + . ..). d > 0, (3.1) 
which is univalent and analytic for 1 w  / > 1, and which maps {MJ: 1 XJ 1 > I} 
conformally onto Ext C (the exterior region of C). The number d is the 
transfinite diameter (capacity) of C. The function $ has a continuous exten- 
sion onto r = {IV: / HJ / = 1) which gives a topological mapping of ronto C. 
Given any set (zNO , z,,,~ ,..., z,,,,,, > of 2N + 1 (distinct) points on C, we 
propose to characterize its distribution on C by that of the image points 
wNk = +l(zNk), k = 0, I,..., 2N on the unit circle in the It?-plane. 
The discussion in Section 2 shows that in the presence of uniqueness of 
the least-squares solution, it makes no difference how we choose the poly- 
nomials pi in the representation (2.2) insofar as the values of H(Z, ; u; z) 
for a given Z,,, and u are concerned, provided that the polynomials pj are of 
respective degrees exactly j. For computational purposes, one might well 
wish to choose p?(z) = zi. But since the convergence program here involves 
referral to the unit circle via the mapping (3.1), it is natural to select a set 
of base polynomials pj which assume a reasonably simple form as functions 
of w  after this transformation. Such a property is possessed by the Faber 
polynomials associated with C. (See [6], where an extensive bibliography 
is given). We develop briefly those formal properties of these polynomials 
which are essential for present purposes. 
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Let C be an arbitrary simple closed curve. For z exterior to a suficieniil; 
large circle, the inverse transformation of (3.1) has a Laurent expansion 
The jth Faber polynomial pr(z)>, j = 1,2,..., belonging to C (or to 4) is the 
principal part at infinity of the Laurent expansion of [$-“(z)p~ Clearly the 
coefficient of zj in pj is d-j + 0. These polynomials can be calcuiated from 
the recursion formulas 
(In using this, it is to be understood thatp, = p-1 = j>-l = j ~. = 0.) It is easy 
to show by the calculus of residues [6] that after the transformation z = +(w), 
pj assumes the form 
Each of the series here converges almost everywhere on j w  1 = : in the 
Lebesgue sense, and if C is rectifiable (as in Theorem 3.1) the series converges 
absolutely for j w  j = 1. (See [6, Theorems 4.3 and 4.41). The numbers Y;?. 
are called the Faber coefficients for C (or #). 
Now let Z, = (Z,, ,...: zIkf,zn,) be any set of 5% f 1 (distinct) points on 
an arbitrary simple cIosed curve C, and let W\, = {w,~~ ) w,~-~ ,..~, IV~,,~~~ be 
the image set on j w  1 = 1 under the transformation #J-I, determined 
by (3.1). 
After the substitution z = #I(W), the matrix P,V, of Section 2 becomes 
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Let matrices A, , UN, , and Eehrn be defined as follows: 
A, = 
r 
) lsll iYe ..- a,, 
where IM is the identity matrix of order M; 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 2N. 
Then PNn = U,,A,, + Ebvn , and the normal equations (2.4) become 
CA,“U;n + EhWJ,,A, + Em) g = An*U;nuN + E&xv. (3.3) 
We now introduce a vector whose components are Fourier-Lagrange 
coefficients for u[$(MJ)] relative to the set W, = (wN6 , h = O,..., 2N). (The 
terminology is that of [21, Chap. lo].) For any integer h, let IJvh = 
(2N+ 1)-l CFI0 W$~[&w,~)], and let IA”) = (ZivO Y IAT ,..., Z,, ,I,, , i,v, ,..., 1,J. 
Then U&u,\, = (2N + 1) IAN), and (3.3) becomes 
(A,*U;, + E&z)(Ud, + Em) g, = (2N + 1) A,*L?’ -I- E;nu~~. (3.4) 
4. CONVERGENCE THEORY: RESTRICTIONS ON THE SPACING OF THE NODES 
We shall make frequent use of the row norm of a matrix as a uniform 
measure of the magnitude of its elements. Given an arbitrary EY x II complex 
matrix B = [b,], the row norm is p(B) = maxi C,“_,, 1 bij I. If B, and Bz are 
two 1y1 x n matrices, then p(B, + B,) < p(B,) + p(B,). If Bl is an m x y 
matrix and Bz is a p x JZ matrix, then p(B,B,) < p(Z?,) p(B,). Vectors will 
be regarded as single-column matrices, so that these norm inequalities will 
be available when sums of vectors and products of matrices with vectors 
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are co~~sidered. Of course, the rov,~ norm of a vector in this treatment is 
simply the maximum of the absolute values of its components. 
For the time being, we shall still suppose that C is an arbitrary simple 
closed curve. As was implied in Section 3, we shall impose spacing conditions 
on the sequence (Z,)& = ({Z,v, ,..., Z,~,,>~~~r.=~ of sets Z,Y of distinct. 
points on C by placing requirements on the sequence of sets WV of image 
points, where WV = (~7~~~~ = +-‘(z,,,~): k = Q,.,., 2Nj, wth 4 defined in (3.1)~ 
The matrix CT,,-, introduced in Section 3, whose (k + i)th row :s 
(I, \i’,,-k ,..., i~,‘i.~~ , G,~~ ,..., ii&), k = 0 ,..., XV, will play a key role. 
A preiiminary remark is in order concerning U,G,UNn By writing 
IT NI; = iv<; , the determinant of UN,,, can be idemifed as a Vandermonde 
determinant multiplied by a nonzero complex number (the explicit formu!a 
is given in 121, Vol. 2, p. l]), and so, if the points ~~~~~~~ , k = 0 ,..., 2N are 
distinct, then U.Y, is nonsingular. Thus, its columns are linearly independent2 
and so the columns of riv,. , IZ < N, are also linearly independent. It fo‘oliows 
from elementary linear algebra that Cr,GnU,vn is ahra1.r nonsingular, for any 
choice of Z,\- in which the points are distinct. 
We now identify four distribution hypotheses: 
(1) There exists an absolute constant ,U such that ~[(L.iz,~U:&l] < 
(2N -t I)-l p for all f2, Iv, N > 12 > 1. 
(11) lim,+, n+[(2N -t l)(U$,,Lr.h&i - I.& = 0, uniformly ic 
N > 8. 
(III) The sequence of sets <(n,,, ~ ~1,~,r ~.., M,,~,,~~~));=~ is strongly 
cquidistribured on the unit circle, in a sense to be defined below, 
(IV) lim,-,, p[(2N + 1)-l UAvN7J& -- 12NtI] z= 0. 
To define the equidistribution property in (III), let \;‘I,6 = exp(iB,,), 
0 < e.,-!; < 227; let SJ.~(O) be the number of points Wan in the set 
{~r-.wc! 1 )%‘,I r..., \rhrl;) with arguments 8.vs not exceeding 0. The condition is 
that hm,,, i.~l,,(@/lv = @/2rr for each 8, 0 :< t) < 2~. I? is know thnr a 
necessaq. and mficient condition for the sequence of sets to be equfdistributed 
in this sense is that for every real-valued funciiorz f(r3), piecewise continz~~rs 
on [O, hi], we have lim,_,,(2fV -f- lj-1 ~~~Of(o,,) = (2n)-1 Jt”f(O) (se (See 
[19, pp. 164Ifs]). 
It is easy to see that (II) implies (I), but the relationships between the 
other conditions are not so clear. However, let I\‘,~,,. = exp&ik(2N j l>-l]z 
k = 0. I....? 2N, so that the IY,~~‘s are the (2N + l)th roots of unity. We 
have : 
\,:j .,Tp;;p = 1, 1 L for all integers j and k; 
i:4=.i) 
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Then 
U~JJ~n = (2N + 1) L&&+1 ) (U;.JJwnj-l = (2N + I)-1L2n+l , 
UidJik = ON + 1) &iv+1 , 
and (II) and (IV) are satisfied trivially. Also, by the criterion in italics above, 
the sequence of sets of roots of unity satisfies (III). What the conditions (I)- 
(IV), are saying, then, is that the distribution of {M?,~~ : k = O,..., 2N}, for 
each N, is not too far from an equally spaced distribution. 
It might be of interest to look more closely into the geometric meaning of 
conditions (II) and (IV). 
5. CONVERGENCE THEORY: Row NORM INEQUALITIES 
We return to the normal equations in the form (3.4) for determining 
H,(Z, ; U; z). The problem of the unisolvability and convergence of the 
solution vector of the normal equations remains open when C is not an 
analytic curve, even when lYN = 4-‘(Z,) consists of the (2N + 1)th roots 
of unity for each N. The main problem is that of the nonsingularity of the 
matrix of A, of Section 3, which has been established only when C is analytic. 
If C is an analytic simple closed curve, then there exists a number I’, 
0 < P < 1, such that 4 can be continued across j w  1 = 1 so as to become 
univalent and analytic for 1 w  / > r. The Laurent series (2.3) for the Faber 
polynomials then converge absolutely for / w  1 > I’. The number I’ (which is 
not necessarily minimal) plays a key role in the ensuing analysis. In the first 
place, we have the following estimates, due to Grunsky [9] and 
Pommerenke [ 131: 
I ajft I < (i)“’ rj+IL, j, JZ = I, 2 ,... . (5.1) 
(Actually the more naive estimate Q~ = O($“), I’ < r0 < 1, derivable from 
the Cauchy coefficient inequalities, is all that will be needed explicitly in the 
present paper.) In the second place, and this is more important, the matrix 
A, of Section 3 is nonsingular for each rz. This was proved by the author 
in [5], with the help of a sharper form of the Grunsky-Pommerenke inequali- 
ties [6, 9, IO]. The basic result [5, Theorem 2.11 is 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ajh , j, Jz = 1, 2 ,..., be tlze Faber coeficients for the 
function z = +(w), analytic and univalent for 1 MI 1 > r, 0 < r < 1. Let 
a0 , al ,..., and b, , b, ,... be any two given in&Ye sequences of complex 
numbers. Let a, be the vector (a, , a, ,..., a, ,..., bn) and let x, be tlze vector 
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Henceforth in this paper, it will always be assumed that C is an analytic 
curve and that rF 0 < r < 1, is such that 4 is univalent and analytic for 
( w ! ;> r. 
We shah need estimates for the row norms of various matrices and vectors 
associated with (3.4). In most cases, the proofs are obvious consequences 
of (5.1) and (5.2), and will be omitted. The numbers a, ~ b, ) o:,. , etc.: which 
appear in the following estimates are positive constants which depend on Y: 
but not on II, N, nor on C, otherwise than through r. Typically they become 
infinite as I’ --f 1. The notation at the right, in parentheses, gives the inequality 
or equation used to derive the estimate. 
(This is of course the column norm of AxI9 and (5.4) and (5.5) are both 
proved by using unit vectors a, in (5.2)). 
There are no restrictions on FV& in the following estimates: 
An unpleasant looking (212 + 1) x (2~ -+ 1) matrix 
will enter the picture, and we estimate its row norm by the inequalities in rhe 
first paragraph of Section 4. 
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In terms of the above constants, 
p(&) < (2N + 1) drrn + cp(2N + 1) d,‘r”((2n + 1) a + dr”), 
which we condense to 
p(6YJ < (2N + 1) c&rn. (5. IO) 
Finally, if u(z) is continuous on C, we let A4 = max j U(Z)\, z on C. From 
the definition of r;j’, we have 
p(t$-‘) < M, 11 = 1, 2,..., N, N = 1,2, 3 ,... . (5.11) 
6. CONVERGENCE THEORY: PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
Proof. We assume that C is an analytic simple closed curve, the mapping 
4 of (3.1) is analytic and univalent for 1 ~3 j > r, r < 1, U(Z) is continuous 
on C, and, for any set 2, on C, H,(Z, ; u; z) (if it exists) is written in the 
form (2.2) in which pj is the jth Faber polynomial belonging to $. To 
emphasize the dependence of the coefficient vector on N, as well as on rr, 
we use the notation g, = gkN) = (g,, , g,,, ,..., g,, , g,, ,..., &n). 
We premultiply the normal equations (2.4) by (-4~*U~$,lL/:~~.)-1 = 
(U,“,U&-l (An*)-l, and obtain, after some rearrangement, 
+ (v&2 UNrzn&dN’, (6.1) 
where G$ is the matrix introduced in Section 5. (The inverses displayed here 
exist for all n ,( N, N = 1, 2 ,..., by Theorem 5.1 and the remark concerning 
U&U,, in Section 4.) Another form of the equation, obtained from (6.1) 
by premultiplication by A;‘, is 
L+1 - A,l( U,&UNn)%&) gp’ = A,7 U&JJ,-J1[(2N + 1) IiN’ 
+ (hL*)-l&&rl (6.2) 
LEMMA 6.1. Let the sequence ( W,> satisfy condition (I) of Section 4. Then 
(a) there exists an no > 0 such that for all N > n > no , the normal 
equations are unisolvable, and 
(b) there exists a constant g, depending only on tlze function u(z) and 
on r, but not on N and n, such that p(gLN)) < g, for all n, N, N > n > no . 
To prove (a)? we use (6.2). From (5.4), condition (I): and (5.10), we halre 
pn = p[A,‘(u~JJ,J’a,] G p(&?) p[(qwm2?-11 pem 
< b,(2N -+ 1)-l &2N + 1) a,n2rn = b,p.a#P < 3 for all n >i no 3 
with fz,, suitably chosen. The sum of the absolute values of the off-diag~d 
terms in any given row of K, = Izn.+l - A;‘I(U~,,Ulv,j-” 6&, is less than ,o,,: ,
and so is less than l/2 for n > +, . However, the term in this row of -KE on 
the diagonal is greater than or equal to 1 - p[A;l(Uj$,,U:J,J-l a& and so 
is greater than l/2 for ?z 3 n, . Thus, for IT 3 Q : the matrix KTi has a domi.- 
nant diagonal. Then a well-known theorem [15] assures that K, is non- 
singular for all ri > ~1~ , and this proves part (a) of the Lemma. 
For (b), we transpose the term JI;~(U~<~U,~.,)-~ g,&lyj ill (6.2) to the right 
side. We then estimate the row norm of &+lg~‘r) by the general row norm 
inequalities (Section 4, first paragraph), with the aid of the library of row 
norm equalities in Section 5 [including (5.11)], anti the estimate in the 
preceding paragraph. With the estimate for the transposed term appearing 
first, for IZ > Mu we have 
p’g’h-)) J I \ Ti k &$“) + b,.(2N -+ l)-$[(2N + 1) M + c&2i? -Jr I) d;:r”Mj, 
and jbj follows from this inequality after subtracting ~(g’,~j)/Z! from both 
sides. 
It will be noted that Lemma (6.1) (a) proves part (1) of Theorem 3.1 
provided that the sequence of point sets S mentioned in the -theorem sari&es 
condition (I), The integer 11~ in the theorem is the tzO of Lemma 6.1 (a), and 
henceforth will be so identified. 
We now establish part (2) of Theorem 3.1 by proving 
THEOREM 6.1. If the sequence <W:,> satisfies conditions (II)-( rAez 
lim an 
I 
j N,[Z, ; u; $5(w)] - lA[+(w)] 12 !a = 0 ?*.-)a o 
unif5rml~~ in N > n > ns , where w = exp(i0). 
Let the formal trigonometric Fourier series for M&Z,,, ; u; $(Iv)] - zl($:w)] 
be denoted by Cl 8’&b, where u’ = exp(i8). By substituting (3.2) into (2.2), 
we obtain the following representation of Ea : 
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valid for 1 blr 1 3 r; for as stated in Section 3, each of the infinite series 
displayed here converges for 1 MJ 1 3 r. With w  = exp(@, rearrangement to 
form the Fourier series for H, is permissible. We introduce the Fourier 
series for u[$(@)] in complex form: 
w  = exp(iQ 
By picking out coefficients of like powers of UJ in H, - U, with j w  1 = 1 
(so that ut = ~-l), we find that F,, = gA,,, - fO , Fh = g,, - fJ + Cy=, CQ&~ , 
h = 1, 2 ,..., n, Fh = -fiL + Cy=, Oq*h&f , h = n + 1, n + 2,... . Also 
F-h = Fh , h = 1, 2 ,... . Parseval’s formula [21, Vol. 1, p. 371 for H,x - u 
takes the form 
1 
s 
277 
2?r, I HJ-G ; u; b(exp(i@>l - d$(exp(i@>l I4 de 
= f I Fh I2 = h, + em 2 
--m 
(6.3) 
where 
6NrZ = 1 gN0 gNh -fh + i cjh.gMj 1’3 
j=l 
We shall prove Theorem 6.1 by showing that lim,,, E,~.~ = limn+m a,, = 0, 
uniformly in N > n 3 ns . 
LEMMA 6.2. Let the sequence ( W,) satisfy condition (II) of Section 4. Then 
ca) lirnN+rn 1 gN.0 - IN,0 1 = O; 
(b) limnico c;=;=, / g,, + c;=, +,&Jj - liyn 12 = 0, uniformIy in N > n 3 ns . 
For the proof, we observe that gNh + +& && - lNh is the (12 + 1)nth 
component of the vector A.gkX) - Q8’, h = l,..., n, and g,,, - Ziyso is the 
first component. We have 
< (n + l>M4dN - z$NJ)]2 = ~(\/(72 -l- l)l’z(Ang:N) - z:q)]“, 
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and we shall show that the last member tends to zero: uniformly in N > i:. 
Using (C&i), we have 
It was noted in Section 4, in the discussion of condizions (I-TV), that (II> 
implies (I); and we here assume that the constant p in (1) is taken to accord 
with this implication. Using the library of row norm inequalities in Section 5, 
we quickly arrive at the estimate 
p[(n + l)l’“(A,g~N~ - rp’)] 
< (1 + rz-1)%1’~p[(2N -jr l)(U&&J1 - l&&w 
+ (iz + 1j19(2N + lj-+q.n(2N i I) dr’Pa - M 
+ (2N + I)-1(2N + 1) C.+Vg8,.], 
in which g, comes from Lemma 6.1 (b). The ass;unption of condition (1114 
takes care of the convergence to zero of the first term on the right, and the 
other term is obviously O(IZ~/~P)). This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
The next four lemmas are concerned with the Fourier-Lagrange coefficients 
of ZC, with particular reference to their relation with the Fourier coefficients 
of z1. 
(a) for each fixed h, h = 0, 1, 2 ,..., lim,,, IA,& = && ; 
(b) lim,,(2N + 11-l CEEO (zr[$(~,~J]>~ = (2+-l J’r (u[&exp(itj)])” ~3. 
The Lemma follows at once from the fact that zl, zi”, and P are all con- 
tinuous functions, so that the necessary (and sufficient) condition for a~ 
equidistribution given in Section 4, in the discussion of (III>, is available. 
(This result could be called Parseval’s formula for the Fourier-Lagrange 
coefficients lk,h .) 
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By definition Z(N) = (2N + 1)-l lJ$,+r~ . Y h 
We have 
= p *p 
I 
1 
N N - ___ +*u 21\r+1 N ! 
= (2N: 1)2 uN*&JJzNuN - C2N\ 1) uN*I*N+luN 
I 
= & t%*[@ff + l)-l&vNu:N - 12N+11UN) j  
< & ,‘&“)~[(2~ + l)-lUNNU:N - &M+lId”N) 
< & (2N + l)Mp[@N -+ l>-luN,u:N - T2N+llM, 
and the last member tends to zero, by condition (IV). (The asterisks on the 
vectors here indicate merely transposes, since the vectors are real.) We now 
invoke Lemma 6.3 (b), and Lemma 6.4 follows at once. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let <WIV) satisfy conditions (III) and (IV). Then given any 
E > 0, there exists an H = H, > 0 such that CrzB ( lNh [* < E for all N 3 H. 
By referring to the conclusions of Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4, a proof 
can be given which is identical, step by step, with that provided by Zygmund 
[21, Vol. 2, p. 151 for the case of trigonometric interpolation in equally 
spaced point sets W, . 
LEMMA 6.6. Let ( WN> satisfy conditions (III) and (IV) of Section 4. Then 
This is the result to which Lemmas 6.3-6.5 are addressed. We have 
(Here we used the elementary inequality ] z, + z, I2 < 2 j z1 I2 + 2 ( z, 12). 
Given E > 0, first choose H (Lemma 6.5) so that 2 C,“= / ZNh 1” < ~j3 for 
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all N > H. Parseval’s formula for the Fourier series of u implies thae 
lim6, -M ‘Tm I& 12 - 0; so we can adjust H upward, if necessary: so that 
2 Cg /&. ia < e/j. Now hold H fixed. By Lemma. 6.3 (a), there eltists an 
No > 0 such that N > NO implies Cfii 1 INh - fiL 1” < $3. These inequalities 
together prove the Lemma. 
We now return to (6.3). We have (~2 > izS) 
By Lemma 6.2, as ?v-+ co, the first term on the right tends to zero, and as 
II + co, the second term tends to zero, uniformly in N > 12. By Lemma 6.3 (a), 
the third term tends to zero as N+ co. For IZ < .V, the fourth term is 
dominated by 4 Cc=, j is\,!& -fk Ia7 and by Lemma 6.6, the latter tends to 
zero as N+ a. Thus a,, -+ 0 as n -+ co, uniformly in N > E. 
4s For E,~~ , we have (with IZ >, 12~) 
Here we have used the Cauchy inequality and the bound g, gi-/er; by 
Lemma 6.1(b). The first term on the right tends to zero as IE --j. cop by 
Parseval’s formula for the Fourier series of ii: The second term can be 
estimated by means of (5.1), and in a routine manner a constant /3? can be 
exhibited, which depends only on II, such that the double sum in this term 
is bounded by /YJ~~E-~ l. This second term is therefore O(r’Ij, uniforlm!y ii? 
N > $7. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is now compiete. We return to the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. As mentioned previously, part (I) of Theorem 3.: is contained 
in Lemma 6.1. Part (2) follows from Theorem 6.1 by making the change of 
variables z = &IV)), IV = exp(i8) in the integral 
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and noting that with C analytic, 1 $‘( u )I must be bounded on j w  ) = 1. For 
part (3) of Theorem 3.1, we use the Poisson integral formula for H, - u 
and for Int C. A convenient form of it is obtained by letting TV = X(Z) be 
any function analytic and univalent on C u Int C which maps this closed 
region onto j w  ( < 1; then 
H,(Z, ; rc; z) - U(z) 
For z on a compact subset of Int C, and 5 on C, min j ~(0 - x(z)/ > 0. An 
application of the Schwarz inequality, together with this fact and part (2) 
of the theorem establish the almost uniform convergence promised in part (3). 
7. ASYMPTOTIC STRUCTURE OF I&(2, ; U; z) 
The assumptions stated in the first paragraph of Section 6 are in effect 
throughout the present section. Lemma 6.5 implies that if (W,) satisfies 
conditions (III) and (IV), then given any E > 0, for each sufficiently large 
index h, the Fourier-Lagrange coefhcient I,* satisfies / ZNn 1” < E for all 
N > 12. With the aid of Lemma 6.2, a similar result can be obtained for the 
coefficients of the least-squares harmonic interpolation polynomial. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let the sequence of nodes ( fV,> satisfy con&ions (II)-(W) 
of Section 4. Then for ally E > 0, there exists an H = H, > 0 such that 
xrsH 1 g,,& I2 < E for all N > n 3 H. 
For the proof, we write 
gNh = 
The technique of estimation applied in Section 6 to S,, and eNla in (6.3) 
yields the inequality 
The proof is completed by applying Lemmas 6.1(b), 6.2(b), 6.5, and the 
inequalities (5.1) to appropriate terms in the above inequality. 
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In the remainder of this section we shall amme that ETlv mnkts of the 
(2-N + 1)th roots of zmitJ7 for each TV, so conditions (I-IV) are satisfied 
automatically. Here (U&U,1&1 = (2N + 1)-l. If 12 is large enough for the 
normal equations to be unisolvent, we can write (6.1) in the form 
(We have affixed a superscript to Cz,, to show dependence on N.) The question 
is: If I? > 12~ is held fixed, does the vector gi;V’ (and therefore the least-squares 
polynomial H,(Z,, ; U; z)) tend to some well-dehned limiting form as N -j (CO ?
The answer is in the affirmative, although the formula for the limit 
is not as simple as one could wish. First, we define a (2N + I)-vector 
a n = (0, a,, ) a,22 ) . . . . arm , b,, ) b,,,, ,..,, b,z,), where anj = C~z,lt~l ajhf, j 
j = I:..., 11, and bnj = x,4”=,+, Grhfh, j = I,..., 12. Here, as in Section 6, the 
numbers J; are the Fourier coefficients of z![4(exp(i@)]. Then, by using 
Lemma 6.6 and the estimates (5.1), it can be shown that 
As usual, let f, = (fo ,fi ,..., fn ,L1 )..., fIJ1,). We know from Lemma 6.3 
that lim,,, !,l”” = f, . It remains to calculate the limit of (2N + 1)--l CTib7’ = 
- U$,E,., - (An*)-l (E$,U,,A, + E&l?,,). By using the properties (41) 
of the roots of unity, together with the estimate (5.1), we -find that 
lim,,, p(U&J?,,) = 0, lim N .m p(EN,Ui$J = 0. We now introduce the 
partitioned matrix 
0 0 ... 0 
0 7lfl 
0 ‘a’ 0 
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where 0, is the zero square matrix of order M. By a proper application of 
the estimates (5.1) it can be shown that limN,,(2N + 1)-l E.$,EzVn = r, . 
It follows that 
We put this all together, and obtain 
THEOREM 7.2. Let C be an analytic simple closed curve, let Z, = 
{$(exp[2&(2N + 1)-l]): k = 0, l,..., 2N), let n be sujiciently large so that 
the least-squares polyrlonzial H,(Z, ; u; z), for any continuous u(z) given on C, 
is uniquely determined, and, finally, let H, be written as a linear combination 
of the Faber po&nomials p, ,pz ,... belonging to C: 
Then, with I? $xed, lim,,, H,(ZN ; u; z) exists, and the vector giV) = 
bvo ,.-*> gm 3 &I ,**.3 &,J has the limitirlg form 
gLm’ = (An - (An*)-lFn)-l(fn - (&*)-la,). (7.1) 
Here A, is as defined in Section 3, f, is the Fourier coefficient vector of 
u[&exp(i@)] as arranged in Section 6, and r, and a, are defined immediately 
above. 
What happens, when IZ -+ cc in (7.1) ? It is clear from the estimates (5.1) 
that both p(r,) and p(a,) are O(r”). It can be shown that lim,,, Ai’fn]j 
(the limit of the jth component of A;lf,) exists for each fixed j; the details 
are given in [4, Section 41. By using these facts and the row norm inequality 
(5.5) for (An*)-l, it can be shown that, for each fixed j, 
limn+.,gnj = lim,~A%J~ . 
In loose terms, then, the asymptotic form of H,(Z, ; u; z) has the coeffi- 
cient vector A;‘f, . This was established rigorously in [4] for the direct 
interpolation harmonic polynomials (the case n = N, in present notation). 
As a final footnote to the general theory, we remark that all the results 
of Sections 6 and 7 go through without change if u(z) is merely bounded and 
piecewise continuous on C. 
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8. HARMONIC POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION ON THE UT\;rr GrncLE 
In this section we shall examine a case in which h: is the unit circle, alld 
the sequence (Z,v) is strongly equidistributed on C, and indeed the points 
of Z, are equally spaced except for a perturbation. Let 5 = exp(ia) be a 
point 05 the unit circle which is not a root of unity, ie., 2127~ is irrational.. 
The Nth set of nodes, Z, , will be B’N = (~t.~,.~ ,.>., 1~~~,~.“-~ : l~‘A~,~N-l ? ~~.x~,.z.~~)~, 
where \vNiz = exp[2&/(2N - l)], .Ic = O,..., 21V - 2, I.c~~,~~,,-~ = E, +I!N,z;,r = $. 
We shall show that limn+m H,( IVAT ; 2~; Z) = U(z), uniformly in N > iz and 
almost uniformly on Int C, where W, is the least-squares polpnomial of 
Section 2 for u and WA, . We shall also show that the sequence 
(H,$,( l& ; U; .z)>,~=, is unbounded for certain choices of u and certain points 
z E Int c’, where H,” is the harmonic polynomial of degree at most N found 
by interpolation to ZL in F;V,, . The demonstration suggests ‘he possibility 
of a less erratic convergence behavior for the overdetermined interpolation 
process than for the simple interpolation process, insofar as spacing of the 
points on the curve is concerned. 
Some preliminary remarks are in order. We shall write Hn in the form 
(2.2) with pi(Z) = 9; thus H,( W,” ; 24; Z) = ghr, + Cyzl (g,vjZ’ + ,oijZ’). The 
matrix P-\,, of Section 2 then reduces to the matrix G,k-la of Section 3. As 
noted in the third paragraph of Section 4> when the points \i’Lvk are distinct, 
the matrix aj,,, is nonsingular for N = 1, 2,..., and so is UzXUNn for IE < N* 
The question of the existence and uniqueness of H,(IIcv ; u; z) for all ~4 
and X7 II < N, is thus answered affirmatively and requires no further atten- 
tion. By calculating (U&U&l explicitly, it is possibie to show without 
too much difficulty that condition (I) of Section 4 is satisfied by <I?/,:.; 
while condition (II) is not. Also, condition (IIT) is not satisfied. Condition (I@) 
is clearly satisfied. (These conditions, of course, were ,merely sufiicient 
conditions for the desired convergence behavior). The sequence < Wx\ is 
not ‘“asymptotically neutral” in the sense of Korevaar Fll, 141, and thereyore 
cannot be used successfully as a nodal sequence in the parallel problem in 
the theory of complex polynomial interpolation. 
We now introduce the harmonic polynomial T,-,(zr; z) of degree at most 
N - i which interpolates to u in the (2N - l)th roots of Unix 
Jl’,PJo ?. ..) w,,‘,2+-2 . Let INL = (2N - ii-’ C:Zo &&.~(~f&, h = 0, &l, *2,... n 
(The notation is inconsistent with that of Section 3 to the extent that the 
present 1,,6 would there be written IAv--l,h.) Let 
and set TN-.-1 = TN--I,N--l . 
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By using the identity 
s,(z) = 1 + z + ZB + .*. + z” + z + z” + **. + 5% 
= i 
2n+ 1, z = 1, 
(1 - I z ]“)/(I 1 - z 1”) - 2 Re[z”+‘/(l - z)], z # 1, (8.1) 
sin@ + &9/sin 012, z = ,ie 3 
it is easy to derive the formula 
i z = p, eNs = Arg r41Mk .
From the second formula in the third member of (8.2), TNel(u; exp(i0)) is 
the trigonometric polynomial of degree at most N - 1 which interpolates 
to U(Z) = zl[exp(z’@] in 2N - 1 equally spaced points on [0,2rr]. This inter- 
polation process has been studied extensively by many authors; see Zygmund 
[21, Chap. lo]. The trigonometric polynomial T,,,-l,,(~; exp(i0)) is called by 
Zygmund the nth partial sum of TNVl . 
When the first sum in the first formula in the third member of (8.2) is multi- 
plied by 23r, it is recognizable as a Riemann sum. Also, if u(z) is bounded 
on C, the second sum in this formula obviously converges to zero as n --+ co, 
uniformly in N > n and almost uniformly on Int C. We obtain a result 
which, in the case n = N - 1, is due to Walsh [18]: 
THEOREM 8.1. Let u be continuous on C. Then 
$2 TNdz) = -& jt” u(eit) &-&$ dt 
1 27r -- 
s 
1 - P 
27r 0 u(ezt) 1 - 2)” co@ - t> + r2 dt, 
z = r&e , 
ur@ormly in N > n and almost uniform& on Int C. 
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The integral here is of course the Poisson integral for U, and thus the limit 
is the solution U(z) of the Dirichlet problem for u and the unit circle. 
We proceed now to exhibit an explicit representation for H,&( r/y, ; zl; z) = 
~-I,(Z), II < N. The normal equations UznUNngn)v = UJ$,,uN can be written 
in the form 
12 = 1) 2 )..,) i?. 
By means of some fairly obvious algebraic manipulations, the quantities 
H,(t), H,(z) can be eliminated, and we obtain 
where S, is given by (8.1). 
Certain inequalities for S, are evident from inspection of (8.1). In the 
first place, s,(s”) < 2 ( 1 - c j--l = A$. Then, with i i j < 1, i So’> < 
(1 - I z I’)(1 - j z I)-” + 2(1 - j z 1))’ = (3 + 1 z I)(1 - / z \)-I, so that 
given any compact subset D of Int C, there exists a constant B, > 0 such that 
I s&)\ d B, for all z ED. Also 1 s,(zf)i -<, BU for all z E D. Assuming EL 
is continuous on G, we let M = max j z~(z)l: P E C. By a result due to Faber 
(see [21, Vol. 2, p. 191) there exists a sequence (E~JJ~~~ with E, > 0, c, -7 0, 
such that j TN-l,lz[exp(i@]l < E, log II for all iV - 1 > rz >, i and all 8. 
Thus, for (2(n + N) > -4*, and all z E D, we have 
and it is then clear that Rev,.(z) = O(n-l log n), uniformly in N > n and 
for z E D. We have proved 
THEOREM 8.2. Let u be continuous on C. Then lim,,, R,( W., ; u; z) = U(z), 
uniformly in N > n and almost ulziformly on Int C. 
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We now examine the situation for n .= N. The normal equations for 
determining the coefficient vector gkNt”’ simplify to UA,,gk? = u N. The 
solution is easily obtained, and turns out to be g,, = IN; , j = 0, l,..., N - 2, 
gN,N-1 = IN,N--I - ANN v and 
gNN = 
Mn - ~N--l(oI(t‘v - P--l) - b(%) - cJ-,m(P - EN-‘) 
2j Im[(fN _ p-l)‘] -. . 
@ 3) 
Substituting these coefficients into H1,,( wAV ; U; z), we obtain 
RN(Z) = (ZN - P-1) g,, + (5” - z”-1) g,vN , 
(8.4) 
with g,%&,, given by (8.3). 
For the ensuing divergence analysis, the author is indebted to a suggestion 
by O’Hara, Jr., to make use of elementary ftmctional analysis. It was pointed 
out in [l] that we can write HN in the Form HN( WjV; u; z) -= Ci.EO ~(w,~)X,,(z), 
where A,,,, is a harmonic polynomial of degree at most N which vanishes at 
all points of wIV except WNlc , at which point it has the value unity. It was 
further remarked that viewed in this light, for a fixed z, say z,, , HN is a 
linear functional on the Banach space of continuous functions on C, with 
the sup norm. The Riesz representation theorem [14, p. 401 permits us to 
identify the norm of the functional as C’,‘!,, / hNk(z,,)l. Then according to the 
Banach-Steinhaus Theorem [14, p. 981, if s~p,{Cz!!~ 1 A,vlz(z,,)l} = co, it will 
follow that SUP,~{~ HJWN ; u; z~)I} = co for all u belonging to some dense 
G,-set of functions continuous on C. (This result, in a weaker form, was 
obtained in [I] by using an ancestor of the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem due 
to Helly. The curve C in this paragraph can be any simple closed curve, 
with IV& C C). 
THEOREM 8.3. Given any point z0 on the segment (0, 1) of the real axis, 
there exists a complex number t, / [ 1 = 1, [ not a root of unity, such that 
the sequence (HN( W,V ; u; zJ> is unbounded for all -functions u belonging to 
some dense GG-set of functions continuous on C. 
The plan of the proof, in the light of the preceding paragraph, is to show 
that sup,,, 1 hN,,lV-I(zO)l = a3. Now h,V,QN--l(zO) is the coeficient of ~(6) in 
HN(WN ; U; z,,). Since TNdl(z) does not involve u(f), this coefficient must lie 
in R,(z), and examination of (8.3) and (8.4) reveals it to be 
A N,2N-l(~O) = 2 Re[@’ - pv-‘)(z/ - q-l)/2i Im[(E” - <N-1)“]] 
= -Re[ei(U/2)(z,” - Zf-l)/2 sin a(sin”(N - &)a)], 
where ,$ = exp(ia). Let z,, = r, 0 < r < 1. 
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Then 
The proof will be completed by establishing the following result: 
/ I -G sin(N, - (1/2))01 j < 42N, - Zj, k = 1; 2:... 0 
The Lemma and its proof were suggested by certain result~s in the doctoral. 
thesis of O’Hara, Jr. [12, Chap. 51. 
(In the inequalities (8.5)-(8.7) below, the symbol [x] denotes the largest 
integer < s; square brackets do not have this meaning elsewhere in this 
paper.! For any positive integer N, 
Let a = 24, 0 < /3 < 1, where /3 is irrational. The number /3 has a uniq:x 
infinite simple continued fraction representation; say, 
(see [IO, Chap. lo]). Define integers qn bjr the recursion qG = 1, qI = 5, , 
qn = b,qllel -t qn-.2, rz 3 2. Then [lo, Theorem 17’1”: 
k == 1: 2:... . 
If b, is odd, so is q1 . If b, , b, ,... are even, 4% j qa ,... will be odd. We sha!l 
now construct a particular p = p,, as follows: Take b,, = 2, k = 1,2,..., and 
take b, = I, bzp+l > (r(Qmfl)&(qale) q&l, with b,,,, even. Then qzl: is odd, 
and by (8.5) an& (X.6), 
r-(a?x-+l) ,‘2 
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For the conclusion of the Lemma, we take 01= 2@,, , and Nk = (q2% + 1)/z. 
It is evident from Theorem 8.1 and the form of RN(z) in (8.4) that conver- 
gence of (HN) does take place at z = 0. It is easy to extend Theorem 8.3 
to cases in which z, is placed in certain locations in Int C other than on the 
positive real axis (e.g., the negative real axis, the axis of imaginaries), but 
certain questions remain open. Some of them are: (1) Given urzy z,, E Int C, 
z, + 0, is it always possible to find numbers .$, ] & 1 = 1, 5 not a root of 
unity, such that (H,(rV, ; u; zO)) is unbounded for some continuous func- 
tion U? (This may be not too difficult to resolve by further study of 
h ,V,2N--l.(z0).) Does there exist such a number ,$ and a companion continuous 
function u on C such that (H,,,(W, ; U; zO)) diverges for every, or almost 
all, points z0 on Int C ? Does there exist any distribution of point-sets ( W,V> 
on C, not necessarily of the special type considered in this section, such that, 
for some continuous u, the sequence <HN(WN ; u; zO)> diverges for all, or 
almost all points z0 E Int C? 
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